
His pictures have caused tempers to
flare, in particular from one irate
father who didn’t like his unique
take on wedding photography.

Says Mr Mohd Affandy Abdul Razak, 33, laughing: “I
admit my pictures aren’t your typical wedding photo-
graphs but it was still quite a surprise to receive a call
from an angry parent.

“I remember telling him it was my idea to take pic-
tures from the couple’s perspective. There was a shot
taken just over the groom’s shoulder, looking into the
(wedding) crowd,” says the former primary school teach-
er .

During his seven years in teaching, Mr Affandy used
to devote his days off to his hobby, which he picked up a
decade ago while studying at the National Institute of
Education.

He became a full-time photographer two years ago.
“I like to think I was doing something different with

those shots and the couple had no objections. But I
suppose the parents, who paid for the photographs, were
expecting conventionally posed pictures.”

But such expectations are common for Mr Affandy,
who runs Studiodua Boutique Photography from a shop-
house in Geylang.

“It’s all part of the job. I’ve always believed photogra-
phy is 50 per cent skill, with the rest being people manage-
ment,” says the father of one, who takes photos for Malay
and Chinese weddings.

“Younger couples these days don’t want plain studio
shots. They want pictures to be taken outdoors, some-
thing quirky.”

This means fewer posed shots and more “natural
looking” pictures of couples laughing and smiling.

“In my pictures, I play with shadows and I prefer to
capture emotions and candid moments,” he says.

His services don’t come cheap. He charges anywhere
between $2,000 to $5,000 for each assignment because
the hours are long.

The outdoor shoots – which are usually done on
weekdays – usually take half a day to complete.

“I then spend the weekends on the wedding ceremo-
ny. This would usually last for over 10 hours. I leave home
at 9am and won’t be back till 9pm,” he adds.

Getting the pictures ready is also a “tedious process as
it takes time to edit, process and then send the pictures
for printing.”

“This whole process – from conceptualising pictures,
shooting to delivery – takes about a month. It takes this
long because we also work on many projects at the same
time,” explains Mr Affandy.

He says he’s not worried that his
arty approach will drive business
away.

“Yes, high-end cameras are more accessible now and
in this digital age, you don’t spend much money on
prints... so this is probably one reason why there are so
many photographers right now.”

“But I believe no two photographers are alike. I keep
pushing myself to learn new techniques and ways to
make my photographs unique,” adds Mr Affandy.

He also partners with a bridal house to hook up with
more clients. This means his life away from the camera is
a constant stream of meetings.

But he prefers it that way, he says.
“Taking instructions directly from the couples makes

for better pictures. You are there to make suggestions
and it is less likely for couples to blame you when things
go wrong,” he explains.

But there are still “no guarantees” that couples will be
happy with the photos despite constant communication.

“Sometimes, insecurity can come into play. These
couples don’t tell me what they don’t like when we’re out
to shoot. They only tell me how unflattering their wed-
ding pictures are after they are developed,” he explains.

“They never ask for their money back, but I find the
best remedy is to assure them that the pictures capture
them in the moment. Again, maybe a lot of couples are
used to the conventional,” adds Mr Affandy.

“I tell them that sometimes, thinking out of the box
isn’t a bad thing, especially when documenting their
wedding day.”

He may be good-natured when it comes to business
but there is one thing Mr Affandy won’t accept regardless
of how famous they are – customers who haggle over the
price.

“I’ve been engaged to do shots of celebrity weddings”
he claims.

“They expect me to take all the photographs and
instead of paying, they say my involvement in their wed-
ding will give me publicity.”

He firmly but politely gives the same answer when
faced with such requests.

A flat “No.”
He explains: “Don’t get me wrong, I have done photos

for friends for next to nothing.”
“If my friends are happy, that makes me happy.
“But for these celebrities, it usually involves a lot of

work... And in such cases, I would rather be paid for my
efforts.”

1 Be firm – never back
down from your asking

price, even if your potential
clients claim they can hire
another photographer for
less.

2 Stay true to yourself – try to develop your
own style in your pictures. Your clients

will appreciate you for it.

3 Keep calm and don’t burn bridges. Never
lose your cool, especially when dealing

with the most difficult of clients.

Secrets of
the trade

CONFESSIONS OFAWEDDINGPHOTOGRAPHER

Most couples just
want regular photos

HARD AT WORK: Mr Mohd
Affandy Abdul Razak (above and
below) taking photos at a wedding.
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